
THE MOST USER
FRIENDLY AVAILABLE
TO UK FARMERS

The standard Bare-Co PTO Guard’s
universal design allows it to fit 95%
of the PTO shafts on the market
today. There are only two diameter
guards, once you have the PTO shaft
part number from your existing PTO
shaft, the cap diameter from the
universal joint or the width of the
end Yoke, the correct Bare-Co PTO
guard can be supplied to you.     

When out in the field the last thing
an operator will want to do is spend
a long periods of time stripping
down a PTO guard to access up to
seven greasing points on a wide
angle PTO shaft. Using the Bare-Co
Wide Angle PTO guard this job can
be completed in a matter of minutes

while the PTO shaft is in situ. Bare-
Co’s patented Wide Angle PTO
guard is installed using clips instead
of screws for ease of access and is
supplied with a very robust rubber
boot over the CV joint in place of the
‘webbing’ used by many
manufacturers. The Bare-Co Wide
Angle guard fits most wide angle
shafts on the market today.

For more information, to view
detailed videos and to find out
where Bare-Co PTO Shafts and
Guards can be purchased in the UK,
please visit www.bareco.ie

Australian manufactured Bare-Co
PTO Shafts and Guards are now
considered the most user friendly
available to UK farmers, making
working with PTO’s easier and
safer! 

The Bare-Co PTO Guards are hard
wearing, UV resistant and re-usable.
They are fully compliant with C.E.
and the necessary BS Safety
standards. Bare-Co’s unique
patented lever release system
makes it a joy when maintaining and
greasing your PTO shaft, as you can
slide back the cover in a matter of
seconds giving you full access to the
end yokes and universal joint.     
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